
early development as is time spent outdoors. Me-
dia use can take away from that time. How much 
screentime should a child have? Two hours or less 
per day is a safe amount, but each child is differ-
ent, and it is up to each parent to decide. Babies 
aged two and under do not need any screentime, 
except when using devices to interact with distant 
relatives and friends. Research demonstrates that 
babies cannot learn language through a screen. 
They get enough exposure by watching and inter-
acting while you use your devices.

Model responsible social media behavior and use of 
digital devices

◊ As children often learn behaviors and habits from
what they see around them, try to model the
behavior you want to see. Parents can set a good
example of what responsible and healthy social
media use looks like by limiting their own use and
modeling healthy, positive behavior on their social
media accounts.

Be Cautious About What You Share 

◊ Remember everything you post to social media
about your family and child, from infancy on, will
follow them throughout their life. Ask yourself
whether this something your child would want a
stranger, a future employer, or a teenage friend
seeing. As soon as children are old enough,
request their approval prior to posting anything
about them.

 

Social media, video games, cell phones, computers, 
tablets, and TVs are both helpful and challenging for 
today’s parents and children. They provide hours of 
fun, keep us connected to those far away, and provide 
us with a window to people, places and ideas we 
might otherwise never get to know or explore. 
However, they can also be problematic and difficult to 
manage. They require caregivers to set ground rules 
and expectations for use. Below are some steps you 
can take to help ensure the reasonable and 
responsible usage of digital devices by the entire 
family:

Create a family media plan

◊ Agreed-upon expectations can help establish
healthy media use boundaries at home – in-
cluding social media use. A family media plan
can promote open family discussion and rules
about media use and include topics such as
balancing screen/online time, content bound-
aries, and not disclosing personal information.
More info on this at
www.healthychidlren.org/MediaUsePlan

Create tech-free zones

◊ Since electronics can be a potential distraction
after bedtime and can interfere with sleep, con-
sider restricting the use of phones, tablets, and
computers for at least 1 hour before bedtime
and through the night. Have children and par-
ents charge their devices in a common area far
from bedrooms. Restrict the use of devices to
central areas of the house, as much as possible,
so that it is more likely that you can casually
monitor what your children are watching and
doing on devices.

Balance Time With and Without Devices Present

◊ Keep family mealtimes and in-person gatherings
device-free to build relationships  and engage in
a two-way conversation. Choose specific family
events and daily activities that you will all do
together without devices present.

Set clear limits as to how long devices, games and 
social media sites can be used

◊ Social media has been linked with depression,
lack of sleep, isolation, and limited physical
activity for children. Play is very important for
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Encourage children and youth to foster in-person friendships

◊ Help your child develop social skills and nurture
their in-person relationships by encouraging
unstructured and offline connections with others
and making unplugged interactions a daily pri-
ority. See American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
Media and Young Minds | Pediatrics | American
Academy of Pediatrics (aap.org)

Don’t rush to provide children and youth with their 
own devices 

◊ Start your child with a basic cell phone—not a
smartphone. Commit to Wait Until 8th, a pledge
that empowers parents to rally together to delay
giving children a smartphone until at least 8th
grade. The widespread use of smartphones by
children can create unrealistic social pressure and
expectations to have one – like their friends do.
There are a variety of basic phones and watches
that are effective for communication and avoid
the many dangers and distractions of
smartphones. Smartphone Alternatives — Wait
Until 8th.

Teach children and youth about technology and 
empower them to be responsible online participants 
at the appropriate age

◊ In age-appropriate ways, discuss with children
the benefits and risks of social media, the
importance of respecting privacy and the
significance of protecting personal information.
Ask about who children are connecting with,
their privacy settings, their online experiences,
and how they are spending their time online.
Empower and encourage them to seek help
should they need it. Learn more about the
benefits and risks of social media use and get
guidance from experts at the American
Academy of Pediatric’s Center of Excellence on
Social Media and Youth Mental Health (aap.org)
and from the American Psychological
Association’s Health Advisory. American
Psychological Association Health Advisory on
Social Media Use in Adolescence (apa.org).

Learn to use social media tools

◊ Track the amount of time your child spends
online, block and help them block unwanted
contacts and content, learn about and use
available privacy and safety settings, teach
digital media literacy skills to help your child
learn to tell the difference between fact and
opinion.

Report cyberbullying and online abuse and exploita-
tion

◊ Talk to your child about their reporting options,
and provide support, without judgment, if they
tell or show you that they (a) are being harassed
through email, text message, online games, or
social media or (b) have been contacted by an
adult seeking private images or asking them to
perform intimate or sexual acts. Visit
CyberTipline (missingkids.org), Take It Down
(nc-mec.org), or contact your local law
enforcement to report any instances of online
exploitation.

Work with other parents to help establish shared 
norms and practices and to support programs and 
policies around healthy social media use

◊ Such norms and practices among parents facil-
itate collective action and can make it easier to
set and implement boundaries on social media
use for everyone’s children.
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